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Technical Activities  

Do You Hear the Members Ask?

 

 
Is IEEE inclusive enough with my background, region, industry, gender, 
and age, and does it welcome my participation? 
 

technical excellence, thought leadership, and facilitation of 
collaboration and networking? 
 

 
Shall IEEE create new platforms and new services, especially continuing 

 
Shall IEEE embrace social media to reach out to members, especially to 
young professionals, industry, and under-represented groups? 

Listening to You is My Job…
As Vice President – Technical Activities, my job is to listen to you to help
facilitate all the members and their societies/councils to be even more 
successful. I will refocus on membership to create more values, 
champion transparency and consensus building, and develop more and 
better products and services.
 
My candidacy lies in a vision with strong conviction: Together we are 
stronger than apart. We shall work together to achieve a higher common 
goal to make IEEE a better place. With your trust and vote, I will make 
sure your voices heard.

Why am I Running?

I started as a member of many societies, served as a technical 
committee chair, built SP Magazine to top citation impact as 

standards, developed systematic processes for journals operation/
management as VP-Publications, started a Membership Board

for members as SPS President, and led Society/Council presidents to 

founder of high-tech start-ups.
 
I understand the critical issues you are facing and my broad 
experiences keep me in touch with you. You are the raison d'etre of 
IEEE!

Most importantly, I care for the future of IEEE!

IEEE Fellow

2016-17 IEEE Board of 
Directors as Division IX 
Director

2012-13 IEEE Signal 
Processing Society President

Christine Kim Eminent 
Professor at University of 
Maryland, College Park

kjrliu@umd.edu

K. J. Ray Liu

The opinions expressed are the opinions of the author and not necessarily the opinions of the IEEE.

vote for me
https://www.directvote.net/ieee/login.aspx

From Aug 15 to Oct 2 noon CT 
USA/17:00 UTC

For more information

http://www.cspl.umd.edu/kjrliu/IEEE
Thank you for your vote!

and accomplishments. Please visit
http://www.cspl.umd.edu/kjrliu/IEEE/

To Learn More?

and created many initiatives to develop more value and bene�ts

call for IEEE �nancial transparency as Division Director. I am also a 

Editor-in-Chief, ran a 2000+ �agship conference by setting new


